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INTRODUCTION Distinguished participants of “the Working Party on Transport Trends and Economics” (WP.5).Ladies and Gentlemen, It is a privilege for me to address such a distinguished audience here in Ceneva.Within the framework of today’s agenda I would like to talk briefly about the protection of Turkey’s mega infrastructure projects as “critical infrastructure” at the stages of design, construction and operation in general.Since the topic is quite broad and comprehensive, I would like to focus on the bridges in particular like Osman Gazi Bridge, Yavuz Sultan Selim Bridge and recently this year 1915 Çanakkale Bridge as a great part of infrastructure investment projects of Türkiye which were all put into service in the last decade.



 Definition of Critical 
infrastructures 

 Protection measures 
taken during 

- “Design Phase”

- “Construction Phase”

- “Operation Phase”
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Presentation Notes
I will firstly define the concept of critical infrastructure and briefly give a general overview.Then, I would like to point out the protection measures taken during design, construction and operation phases of bridges. 



The whole of networks, assets, 
systems and structures covering 
sectors such as transportation, 
communication, energy, water, 
finance, where the sustainability of 
the social order or the provision of 
public services will be adversely
affected when they cannot fulfill their 
functions partially or completely

What is Critical Infrastructure?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The concept of “critical infrastructure” is defined as “the whole of networks, assets, systems and structures covering sectors such as transportation, communication, energy, water, finance, where the sustainability of the social order or the provision of public services will be adversely affected when they cannot fulfill their functions partially or completely.This definition is included in the “2014-2023 Roadmap for Protection of Critical Infrastructures” prepared by the Disaster and Emergency Management Presidency (AFAD), which operates under the Ministry of Interior of Türkiye.



 Approximately 183 billion dollars of
investment in the last 20 years
 An ambitious process shaped by 

holistic development-oriented 
mobility, digitalization and logistics 
dynamics
Not only disaster and emergency 

management needs, but also terrorist 
activities and interventions via 
Internet pose a serious threat to the 
protection of infrastructure projects

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Ministry of Transport and Infrastructure of Türkiye has been carrying out mega projects in the last decade on the development of transport and infrastructure which have an extremely important function in terms of development of foreign trade, integration of the Turkey's economy with world economy and realization of other economic targets.Türkiye have invested approximately 183 billion dollars in mega infrastructure projects in the last 20 years.This 20 year period could be defined as an ambitious process shaped by holistic development-oriented mobility, digitalization and logistics dynamics aiming to integrate the world into our geography. That’s why it is a very important issue to protect these projects both in the planning, construction and operation phases.Not only disaster and emergency management needs, but also terrorist activities and interventions via Internet pose a serious threat to the protection of infrastructure projects. As I also mentioned at the beginning, I would like to focus on the bridges in particular and what are the measures taken for their protection. 



During Design Phase
Confidentiality agreement signed with 
companies responsible for construction,
 Design criteria,

→ internationally accepted standards 
(EN, TSE, VDE etc.)

 In terms of cyber security,
→ hardware & software firewalls
→ different IP blocks and WLANs 

Coordination meetings with the Provincial 
Military Police Commands and Provincial Police 
Departments in charge, 
Consultations on how to ensure construction 

safety in the works carried out, 
 Alternative plans prepared,

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
During design phase of bridges,- The sharing of project information with third parties in the blue-print stage is prevented by signing a confidentiality agreement with companies responsible for construction. - For the contracts made with other subcontractors, articles related to "protection of confidentiality" are added.- In the design phase of electro-mechanical systems, design criteria are determined according to local and internationally accepted standards. (EN, TSE, VDE etc.) - In terms of cyber security, communication lines belonging to all electronic systems are separated and systems are protected by means of hardware and software firewalls installed.  - Different IP blocks and WLANs are defined for all installed electronic systems. In this way, the systems are completely separated from each other digitally. Coordination meetings are held with the Provincial Military Police Commands and Provincial Police Departments in charge, and consultations are held on how to ensure construction safety in the works carried out, and alternative plans are prepared.



Private security personnel employed 
Construction site entrances and exits :  monitored, controlled & 

recorded
Only personnel who undergo the security investigation are 

employed
Law enforcement checkpoints on the route
Physical measures: blocker walls, barriers & wire fences

During Construction Phase
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Presentation Notes
 During Construction Phase, Private security personnel are employed in the construction site facilities and construction site entrances and exits are controlled and recorded. Only personnel who undergo the security investigation are employed. Law enforcement checkpoints are established on the construction site route.Physical measures such as blocker walls, barriers and wire fences are put in order to prevent pedestrians from entering bridges and anchorage structures.



↓ response time  to incident = 
charts of areas of responsibility of 
the law enforcement officers on the 
basis of area
In these charts; which police / 

military police stations will 
intervene, and the phone numbers 
of the Police Stations are given to 
the security personnel in the field
 Cooperation & coordination 

between the security personnel of 
the company and the law 
enforcement officers

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In order to reduce response time to incidents, charts are prepared in which the areas of responsibility of the law enforcement officers are determined on the basis of area and kilometer.In these charts; which police / military police stations will intervene, and the phone numbers of the Police Stations are given to the security personnel in the field. In order to ensure construction safety, both the security personnel of the Company responsible for the construction and the law enforcement officers are keep in touch and it is planned to intervene in a coordinated manner in possible adverse situations.



Some precautions against fire and 
sabotage
Fire hydrant cabinets placed at 

regular intervals
Bridge towers coated with fire 

resistant paint
Bridge piers reinforced against ship 

crashes or explosions that may 
come from the sea
Water curtain system and a fire 

barrier installed to protect the main 
cable
“Special Bridge Control Center“ 

→maintenance & operation of 
bridges

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Some precautions are taken against the possibility of fire and sabotage on bridges:  For fire fighting, fire hydrant cabinets are placed on bridges at regular intervals.Bridge towers are coated with fire resistant paint.Bridge piers are specially reinforced against threats such as ship crashes or explosions that may come from the sea. Besides, a water curtain system and a fire barrier is being installed to protect the main cable.A “special bridge control center” is established for the safe maintenance and operation of bridges.



24-hour monitoring with CCTV 
cameras 
Only personnel with a bridge 

access card allowed to pass 
Before bridges are put into 

operation, security units 
responsible for protection during 
operation are informed concerning 
sensitive sections of bridges (rope, 
anchorage, etc. ) 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
- In this control center, 24-hour monitoring is carried out with numerous CCTV (“Close Circuit Television”) cameras. Only personnel with a bridge access card are allowed to pass for bridge inspection and maintenance. Before bridges are put into operation, under the coordination of the General Directorate of Highways, security units which will be responsible for protection during operation are informed concerning sensitive sections of bridges (rope, anchorage, etc. ).



During Operation Phase
A "security and cooperation 

protocol" is signed 
Within the scope of the protocol, 

"Bridge Protection Branch 
Directorate" established.
This Protection Branch is 

monitoring with police cameras 
installed on the bridge
Security forces physically located 

in explosion-proof watch boxes 
located at separate points on 
bridges
On the Highway Route, patrol 

activities by the security / traffic
teams

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
During Operation Phase, - A "security and cooperation protocol" is signed between the Governorship (subordinate to the Ministry of Interior) and the General Directorate of Highways (subordinate to the Ministry of Transport and Infrastructure) in order to take security and protection measures shortly before bridges will be opened to traffic.- Within the scope of this protocol, “Bridge Protection Branch Directorate” is established in the Provincial Police Department of the city where bridges are located.- This Protection Branch is monitoring 24/7 with police cameras installed on bridges.- Besides, security forces are physically located in explosion-proof watch boxes located at separate points on bridges.- On the Highway Route, patrol activities are carried out continuously by the Security / Traffic teams.



Fishermen approaching the anchorage 
areas and the tower foundations are 
warned with the audio alarm system

In case of non-compliance, maritime 
police and coast guard intervene

Personnel of the ‘Bridge Protection
Branch Directorate’ are given regular
training of access points to constructions
of bridges’ such as towers, foundation
and inspection roads.

.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Fishermen approaching the anchorage areas and the tower foundations are warned with the audio alarm system located in these areas and they are removed from the area by this warning system. In case of non-compliance with warnings, maritime police and coast guard intervene under the coordination of «the Bridge Protection Branch Directorate».Personnel of this «Protection Branch» are given regular training of access points to structures of bridges’ such as towers, foundation and inspection roads.
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To sum up, those are some of the measures taken to protect infrastructure projects in particular for bridges in Türkiye.However, problems in a country's critical infrastructure may cause global problems, or disruptions in one sector may have negative impact on other sectors. Therefore, the security and continuity of infrastructures are not only a matter that needs to be evaluated at the national level but also requires international cooperation and therefore necessitates a holistic perspective.



Thank you!

Esra ALKIN
sesra.alkin@uab.gov.tr

Ministry of Transport and Infrastructure
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